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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this investigation has been (1) to explore the theo-
retical backgroun~ for the experimental fact that under high electrical 
stresses of high frequency1 conductors ( and non-conductors'·) exhibit tend-
encies toward heating; (2) to show how this heating effect has been put to 
use to serve our needs. 
'l'he phenomena of induction (and dielectric'·) heating were known to 
Oliver Heaviside and J. J. Thomson in the late U 9th century but until 1916 
the phenomenon was considered to be a pure loss of thfsame economic nature 
as mechanical friction. Practical scientists did everything they could to 
reduce the expense of such waste of power, and by now have reached a point 
where 1 by proper des.i.gn and choice of materials., dielectric and induction 
heating losses can be neglected economically. However, while some scien-
tists we re engrossed in study to minimize these effects, others, much fewer 
in number, were interesting themselves ~th the maximizing of these effects 
and the potentialities therein involved. After all, a loss may be removabl 
or it may be a gain in disguise and that is what this paper is concerned 
wit h. The names of the men responsible for the pioneer~ng kn this field 
are generally obscured but the achievement itself is manifested in mumerous 
and · varied ways. Now we must have a starting place. 
The log1cal p l a ce to start an ~nvest~gation of ~nduction heat1ng 
would be the pl ace ·where induction begins. Induction phenomena, as a part 
of electromagnetic theory., lead d.Lrectly to the work of James Clerk Ma:x:wvell 
the mathematickane Maxvrell cons~dered the electric theories of his day, 
especially t he exper1mental work of Faraday, and then developed a complete! 
consistant theory of electromagnet1c phenomena. Maxwell was not only able 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------1. The closely parallel case of the non-conductor will not be dkscussed. 
to organize the ideas of Faraday, but was also able to further develop them 
Maxwell built up this new theory, which differed even in the very foundatio 
rrom the older action-at-a-distance theory, and expressed all there was to 
it mathematically, thus: - ~ 
\ 
- 4Tr~ u I cur H "' --c- +- c:-
- 8 :n: c..u r ( E =- - --c:-
For general convenience the follovdng equations may be added as auxiliary 
def..i.nitions. 
m d,vt5:::41l"f 
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With Maxwell's equations as a starting point, then, this paper will 
consist of three parts. fhe first vnll dlscuss the theoret1cal development 
of i nduction heating phenomena. The second part vnll consider the ways 
and means of putting i.nduction heating to use. 'l'he last section will be 
devoted to a description of the uses of induction heat1ng and the equipment 
thereof. However, before we go we might defi ne our subject, inductJ..on 
heatJ..ng, as the use of thu principle of electromagnetic induction for heat-
ing se rvice. The mass to be heated, called the charge, is placedin an alta 
nating magnetic flux. The currents indue_: .ed in the mass, eddy currents 
mostly, flow entirely within the mass. Having set our sights, we are now 
r eady to establish the facts. 
l.v 

· I the coil simply H. 
41T N i. H=-c. 
And if our coil has N turns 
I 
II 
Faraday's Induction Law 
In 1831 Far aday's experimental work yielded the fact that if a magnet 
was moved in the vicinity of a conducting med:i:um. ~a wire, for example), a 
current -was produced in that conductor. 1'his can be seen from a consider a• . 
tion of another of Maxwell's equations. 
l - I df3 .JI cur E. =-cat 
Applying Sto kes' theorem to the le1t hand side gives 
ffc.ur/ £ . dv- == - ~ [[~~ • d<T 
- I ;;;> fj[- .. r= f E . d s :::. - c C)t: 13. a cr 
Now the left hand s~de is defined as the electromotive force .I!:MF, while 
1 {[i3·d({ is defJ.ned as the total lines of force or flux of magnetJ.c induct101 
through the surface Gl. Hence, 
(2)'· EMF - I d ~ 
-- c ~t 
which is Faraday's Induction Law. 
Mutual and Self Induction 
Consider now two indJ.vidual b ut neighboring circuits, 1 and 2. When 
a current flows in 1, a magnetic field H,passes through circuit 2. If the 
current i, in circuit 1 changes, an electromotJ.ve force is induced in circui . 
2 whose magnitude is 
V -f. E-d - .l.E... [fi3- . da: =-- ~ ~t riJH, . da'z.. '2. - - . Sz. - - c ;}t I 2 c ;I J J 
We can express our fJ.eld as the curl of a vector potentJ.al 
H. =- cud V, , 
-~·-----------------------------------------------------------------------I. 1'he negatJ. ve sJ.gn mathematically g1 ves Lenz 1 s law which states that the 
directJ.on of an induced electromotive force is such as to oppose the cause 
producing it. 

and similarly the magnetic portion ~11 have the energy 
u -~ 
UM = '§IT f-1 ' 
g~ving a total energy 
_, ( H~+I..(E."Z.) 
Lle1 + UVI"' ::: l?lT f1 · 
Since ~"" f ~ and I) = 1< E , we may rewrite our expression tor the total en-
ergy per unit volume as 
I ( - - -) Lt == ~TT D· E + B. H • 
We ordinarily consider slowly alternating fields and that the amount 
of 'YOrk performed by ~uch fields as 
I - - I - -du... = 4 lr Ed D + 4 -rr H d 8. 
Here the balance of energy presumes that heat ~s formed "thermochemically11 
and is associated with pure conduction currents. 
Let us now consider the case of a conductor in a magnetic field. We 
have worked on the basis that no heat is developed here but now we shall 
assume that there is a possibility of a temperature chang~ue to a friction 
like effect (polarization) inside the conductor as the basic part~cles of 
the conductor try to align themselves in accordance to the alternations of 
the field. We could have asserted (under the circumstances of (5) ) that 
any change of state that took place did so adiabatically. But s1nce all 
substances have some degreo/of heat conduction it is better not to make that 
assertion. Fur t hermore, experimental ·wo r k is most always carried out iso-
thermally. Also, we know here that for the most part, the permeability of 
substances depends on the temperature: 
We can 
I }JQ- ii 
now justif~· (5) by asserting that ~:n [I-' 'il dj:j represents the "free 
() 
energy" dens~ty in the thermodynam1oal sense. 
Now for our conductor ~n a magnetic field: we can add energy to it in 
two ways 













which corresponds to a tube so small and a frequency so low that the reac-
tance of the tube is negligible in comparison to the resistance of the 
tube. Consequently. the current distribution is uniform over the cross 
section of the tube. 
tS 

a transformer. Normally, ·we consider a transformer as being made up of 
two coils, a primary and a secondary. The function of a transformer is to 
couple two or more circuits together inductively. Power is "transformed'' 
from the primary to the secondary or secondaries in three general ways: 
a) as an increased voltage at the expense of current; b) as an increased 
current at the expense of voltage; c) the current and voltage of the pri-
mary and the secondary are held the same and only the isolation properties 
of the transformer are used. 
ln induction heating, our single coil is the primary of a transformer 
which has for its secondary the charge. Such an arrangement falls into the 
category (b) above. We are mainly interested in achieving high currents 
(eddy-currents) in our secondary with little regard for secondary voltage. 
The general cuTrent-voltage relations for a transformer may be summarized 
as follows: 
P,:::. P-z. 
~ ~ ~ \ ~ \ : \ LL~1 \ 
yffiere the subscript 1 refers to the primary and 2 to the secondary. But 
let us return to a more detailed discussion of the charge before we 
tak0 up Ghe transformer action involved. 
Geometry of the Charge; Definitions 
We have said that the charge is to be a conductor with no other 
restrictions. The charge may be of any shape what-so-ever but for our 
general consideration we will consider charges of three types: solid 
cylindrical, hollow cylindrical, and sheet. (It might be stated that 
idealization of, say, a conical charge to a cylindrical charge is quite 
acceptable and within the bounds of engineering practice.) Now of prime 
importance is that dimension of the charge which is normal to the directions 


















I· Now, the submerged resistor type furnace is somewhat different in 
design and application from the careless induction type just described. 
lt is made up of two basic parts: a crucible and a transformer heating 
unit which is mounted beneath the crucible. Here, the heat is developed 
in the secondary circuit which is formed by a channel of molten metal 
connected to the main part of the crucible. The primary circuit consists 
of a winding on a laminated iron core. This, then, is more nearly a con-
ventional air-cooled transformer and it operates at a standard frequency 
of 60 cycles~too. As current is induced in the secondary (channel), elec-
trodynamic action forces the molten metal in the channel into motion and 
thereby heat is transferred into the main part of the crucible. A priming 
charge of molten metal is necessary for starting operation and a small 
amount is left during idle periods to be held liquid at some reduced 
povrer. 
This furnace, in sizes ranging up to 300 kilowatts, single phase, 
standard pov:er frequencJ.es, is used mainly for melting the heavy non-
ferrous metals and alloys such as copper, brass, bronze and aluminum. 
Remarks 
It might appear that in order to successfully take advantage of 
induction heating phenomena one must have a l arge mass-production ~~pc 
business where trl:lmendo..,s amounts of power are constuned and so forth • 
.1hat is not necessarily true. Consider the case of a local manufacturing 
jeweler. He was questioned extensively about his trade to learn how he 
refined his precious metal filings, how he bent his fine wires, how he 
1. Cf. Clamer, G.H.: The Development of the Submerged Resistor Furnace, 
11Metals and Alloys", sec.5, p.240, 1934. 
cast his ring mountings. He was astounded when sho':m how much better in-
duction heating applications could be for him than his present traditional 
and antiquated gas or oven type heaters. He was truly interested in the 
high temperatures easily held for uniform baking of enamels. The stirring 
of alloys during melting was a means of obtaining greater perfection right 
on his own bench instead of from an industrial source. When told that 1 3/S 
inch diameter bar steel could be forged in S seconds, he t hought of his soft 
golds, silvers, and platinums. 
Then there is the toy manufacturer. He has all sorts a little metal 
gadgets to paint in several colors. Before a se c:ond color cc:m be put on, 
the first must be dry. Infra-red or similar types of lamps are all right 
but they take time, heat ur> more than they need to and they do burn out. A 
properly designed induction heater with an endless belt running through it 
would heat the toy and dry its paint and the toy would .be ready for a sec-
and color after traversing a few feet in a few seconds. This scheme is 
equally adaptable to the painting of labels on canned goods. 
The laboratory is not without work for t he induction heater. Very 
little chemistry can be done wi t hout some external source of heat. Pyrex 
flasks on metalli c plates or inside metal lic sleeves can be heated more 
uniformly and held to temperature more accurately and easily through the 
use of induction heating principles!· In the production of chemicall y made 
compounds, induction heated mixing vats are used where carefully controlled 
heating is essenti al. A very closely allied use of these principles has 
been in t he preparation of food. There are two distinct types of 11 stoves 11 
~~~!~~!~~-~~~~-~~~~~-~E~E~~~~~-~~~~~~~~-~~~-EE!££~£~~~-~f-~~~!~~~~~~-----
1. Cf. Speiser, et al.; "The Regulation of Temperature in Application of 
H. F. Induction He<ccting to Thermo. Measurements !! , Rev. Sci. Instr., 1949 
heating and the other which operates similarly to a gas or resistor (elect-
ric) type grill. This latter type uses the primary coil wound in aflat 
circle adjacent to the grill surface but is generally held in less favor 
than the dialectric type "stove." 
From the paragraphs above~ it seems that there is no end of possible 
uses for the induction heater. it's principles have only been used for some 
thirty years now and applications have been more widespread in the past 
decade than in all the previous years put together. The only hindrance 
to development has been the cost of electricity. It is conceivable that~ 
at a time when coal supplies will be expended and hydro-electric power 
as relatively inexpensive as it now is in areas served by the 'l'ennessee 
Valley Authority and in the northwestern United States where the Coulee 
and Boulder damsites are located~ induction heating techniques would serve 
our heaviest manufacturing industries much as coal does today. All this 
from a waste, a loss, now in use as a gain. 
4/ 






APPENDIX C 
Equipments and Frequencies 
There usually exists a range of frequencies usable for any particular 
application. For economical reasons it is mandatory to use a standard! 
frequency that is nearest to the technically optimum frequency. Study 
of the s~tuation reveals what type of equipment is best. Equipment may 
be divided as follows: 
l) Rotating machines- These machines, 60 cycle motor driven generators 
capable of delivering p~ffir at 9o0, 3000, 9600 cycles 
are standard. Less frequently used are machines of 
480,600,2000 cycles output. 
2) Spark-gap Apparatus- This type of apparatus produces damped oscillations 
by electrical discharges across a gap. The frequen- · 
cy of an individual piece of equipment is quite 
broadly adjustable so that no standard frequency 
is considered; however, the range runs from 20 to 
80 kilocycles. 
3) Electronic (vacuum tube) Oscillators- Limitations set by induction 
heating technique and economics 
make mandatory here a frequency 
range of about 200 to 500 kilo-
cycles with a standard of 450 
kilocycles. There are in use 
also certain equipments employ-
ing mercury vapor tubes whose 
characteristics limit the fre-
quency to below 2000 cycles. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------1) The term "standard" is based on wideness of usage. 
- ' . 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper on induction heating has a twofold purpose: to discuss 
the theory involved in high frequency heating of conductors and to discuss 
how this heating has been put to practical use. From a practical point 
of view~ the phenomena dates back to the late 19th. century to Oliver Heav-
iside and J. J. Thomson vmo noted the effects and were negatively impressed. 
Around 1916 industrial scientists decided that something of a gainful nat-
ure could be made from a loss previously considered in the same economic 
sense as mechanical friction. 
Induction heating may be defined as the use of electromagnetic in-
1 duction for heating service. By placing the mass to be heated~ the charge~ 
I in an alternating magnetic flux, currents are induced in the charge that 
cause heating. For the theory involved the best place to start is with 
the work of the brilliant mathematician, James C. Maxwell, whose electro-
magnetic theory summed up in two equations about all the electrical physicsl. 
there is to know. From these equations~ 
I Co ,.1 _ 4TT.l +- , oO , \-\""c c::~ 
- I ~~ JI. c...vr\ (; -::.- C: at ' 
Part I of this paper starts by deriving the magnetic field of a conductor~ 
Faraday's induction law, and the principles of self and mutual inductance 
which are quite important for the work here since induction and currents 
thereby produced do the heating. 
In considering the electromagnetic field~ a thermodynamical discuss-
ion of the field energy brings out the dependence or temper ature on a 
physical characteristic of the conductor, the permeability, which in turn 
is dependent on the magnetic polarization. Further consideration of the 
field theory shows that electromagnetic waves have a complex index of 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Ma~¥ell's work also overlaps into optics, heat, sound~ and mechanics. 
I 
-~ 
refraction. This leads to two things of importance here: a means of find-
ing the depth of penetration of the waves in a medium and also the divi-
sion of energy into electric and magnetic portions as the conductivity of 
a material increases. 
For a more immediate study of heat development a discussion of 
1
1 hysteresis is necessary. Hysteresis is of importance in heating magnetic 
materials but for heating non-magnetic conductors, eddy currents become 
much more significant. The development of an expression for the power 
expended by eddy currents is quite a long one involving hyperbolic or Bessel 
funct i ons depending on the geometry of the conductor considered. For this 
paper, the conductor was considered to be an infinite tube leading to a 
hyperbolic expression that can be simpli fied to cover many cases in engin-
eering practice, which leads us to Part II. 
This section deals with quite a different aspect of induction heat-
ing. From theoretical discussions the paper now turns to the practical 
details, the ways and means, of the problem. The first step is the analogy 
between the common transformer and the induction heater; the heater itself 
is the primary while the conductor to be heated, the charge, is the secon-
dary. Looking more closely at the charge certain definitions must be 
made defining physical dimensions and material characteristics of the 
charge. In terms of engineering .notation our previously derived theoretical 
expression for power can be rev~itten. The discussion of the heater, or 
primary coil, in relation to the charge, follows. Part II is closed with 
an analysis of the equivalent circuit of induction heating equipment sup-
plemented in the appendix by discussions of such variables as charge re-
sistivity, air gap ratio, magnetic property and frequency. The appendix 
also contains a sample problem and its calculations. 
In Part III the discussion deals with the types of induction heating 
I 
,j 
II 
I 
I 
I 
service and equipments in industry. Class A service, where materials are 
heated below their melting points has two main applications: mass heating 
for forg~ng and surface heating for hardening ( as in bearing surfaces). 
At this point in t he paper, econom~cs makes itself more and more evident 
in a part~cular situation. Efficiencies, largely dependent on frequencies 
and index ratios ( based on the dimensions of the individual charge), die-
tate the types and number of machines for a g~ven plant. Under Class B 
service, -nhere the material heated ~s brought to a temperature above its 
melting point, a brief discussion of standard melting fur naces and access-
ory equipment is given. Under thi~hase of heating service the very 
interesting and useful phenomenon of electromagnet~c "stirringu arises. 
This · stirring action is a primary quality factor in producing high grade 
alloys. 
~n the final section of the paper, mention is made of some practical 
uses of lnduction heating methods aside from the heavy industrial practices 
previously cited. There is servlce for the jeweler, for the paint shop, 
and for the laboratory, all from a waste scientifically engineered into 
use as a gain. 
,-
